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Abstract—It is commonly accepted that quality testing is the
integral part of system engineering. Recent research highlights
the need of shifting testing of a system to the earliest phases of
engineering in order to reduce the number of errors resulting
from miscommunicated and/or wrongly specified requirements.
Information and Computer Science education might need to
adapt to such needs. This paper explores the perspectives and
benefits of testing-based teaching of requirements engineering.
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) is known to promote the
early testing perspective through fast prototyping of a prospective
system contributing in this way to semantic validation of
requirements. Our previous research presents empirically
validated positive results on the learning effectiveness of modelbased requirements engineering in combination with adapted
MDE-prototyping method within an educational context to test
the requirements and to test the requirements testability. Despite
these positive results, our observation of the prototype testing
patterns of novice analysts suggest that combining this prototypebased learning with the teaching of testing skills, such combined
approach can result in even better learning outcomes.

for requirements verification lead to incomplete, inaccurate,
ambiguous, and/or incorrect specifications [2]. When detected
later in the engineering process such requirements errors can
be expensive and time-consuming to resolve [3]. This
significant gap between the knowledge and skills of novices
and experts triggers the question of how analysis skills can be
trained to facilitate the fast progression of novice analysts into
advanced levels of expertise.

Index Terms—Requirements, analysis, conceptual modelling
quality, testing, validation, prototyping, feedback, technologyenhanced learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Problem domain
In the early project phases the functionality of the prospective
system is not yet understood precisely enough for
formalization, which makes the requirements elicitation not
only a refinement, but also a learning process. This process is
complicated by at least two problems present in natural
language: ambiguity and inaccuracy. Formalization of
requirements through models enables quality control at a level
that is impossible to reach with requirements articulated in
natural language. While experienced requirements engineers
manage to mentally picture the prospective system in their
mind when transforming requirements into formal models,
such ability to truly understand the consequences of modelling
choices can only be achieved through extensive experience.
However, the tacit knowledge expert have developed over time
is difficult to transfer to junior analysts. While teaching such
knowledge and skills to novice analysts is already a
challenging task considering that system analysis is by nature
an inexact skill, transferring the academic knowledge and skills
to real world businesses is yet another concern as the
classroom and real world situations are not identical [1]. In
their early careers the error-prone problem-solving patterns of
novices and their lack of capability to identify relevant triggers

B. Testing perspective contributes to improved knowledge
Testing is known as an integral part of software engineering.
Recent research highlights the need of shifting testing of a
system to the earliest phases of engineering [4]. The term early
testing is used to define a line in test research oriented to
enhance the systematic implementation of test cases based on
system requirements and business models [5]. Several
approaches (such as the V-model [6] or the Business Driven
Test Management [7]) focus on early testing of business
requirements within the system development process. Testing
of requirements includes the following perspectives: 1.
requirements must be tested and validated, 2. Test cases must
be defined early, 3. Requirements must be specified in a way to
be testable [8]. Teaching testing knowledge and skills is
however largely neglected from Requirements Engineering
courses. While testing is refined into a more exact discipline
using well-established standards, processes and document
artefacts to integrate software and requirements [9], knowledge
of requirements analysis is inexact by nature and is mostly
reliant on experience. This suggests that teaching requirements
engineering using a test-based approach may contribute to
improved requirements engineering skills.
C. Prototyping supports testing-based learning
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) [10] is known to
promote early testing of software requirements through fast
prototyping of a prospective system contributing in this way to
the semantic validation of requirements (see Fig. 1).
The learning context of prototyping as a type of simulation
(e.g. learning by experiencing [11], [12]) suggests that, when
adapted to the educational context, MDE prototyping can
support the testing-based teaching of requirements engineering
skills. In this work we explore the effectiveness of testingbased teaching of requirements analysis and validation using
conceptual modeling and MDE prototyping method. We posit
that testing-based teaching of conceptual modeling can
contribute to improved skills of novice business analysts for
analysis, verification and validation of requirements. This then

raises the question of "how the testing perspective can be
integrated in the educational context?”.
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Fig. 1. Prototyping-based testing of requirements

II. EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT AND CONCEPTS
The proposed method (adapted MDE environment) has been
developed by the Management Informatics research group at
the faculty of Business and Economics, University of K.U.
Leuven. The approach has been subsequently tested and
validated within the course “Architecture and Modeling of
Information Systems”1 over a 5-years period of teaching, with
participation and constant feedback from 500 students overall.
The course targets at master level students with heterogeneous
backgrounds from the Management Information Systems
program. The goal of the course is to familiarize the students
with modern methods and techniques of Object-Oriented
Analysis and Design for Enterprise Information Systems.
Within the course the specific focus is on functional
requirements. We motivate this choice by several reasons.
When propagated to the later stages of development,
requirements errors incur high cost to repair. Empirical studies
show that more than half the errors that occur during system
development are requirements errors [3]. Furthermore
requirements errors are the most common cause of failure of
development projects [3]. The software development process
involves the translation of information from one form to
another (e.g. from customer needs to requirements to
architecture to design to code). Because this process is humanbased, mistakes are likely to occur during the translation steps
[13]. Formalization of requirements through models enables
quality control at a level that is impossible to reach with
requirements articulated less formal in natural language.
Formalization of requirements includes transformation of
informally represented knowledge into a formal specification
that is a good example of a (transformation step) affecting all
three dimensions of requirements engineering: specification,
representation, agreement [14]. Because of targeting a high
level functional view on the prospective system, functional
requirements can be formalized by means of highly abstract
design representations – conceptual models. As a subdiscipline of requirements engineering, conceptual modeling is
described as the process of formally describing a problem
1

The course’s page can be found on
http://onderwijsaanbod.kuleuven.be/syllabi/e/D0I71AE.htm

domain for the purpose of understanding and communicating
system requirements [15], thus making it easier to integrate
business domain and ICT expertise in the system design
process. In particular, conceptual models are an essential
instrument to capture and formalize the domain assumption
part of requirements [16]. Furthermore being a sub-discipline
of requirements engineering (communicating requirements)
and software engineering (providing a foundation for building
information systems) [17] makes conceptual models the
earliest formally testable artefact. Conceptual modeling also
supports the MDE approach, which, in addition to its testing
potential, brings forward additional requirements towards
models such as a sufficient level of preciseness and detail to
provide executable specifications, contributing in this way to
improved quality of design artefacts. Thus we focus on
conceptualization of functional requirements as a basis of
producing formally testable artefacts to facilitate the process of
domain understanding and requirements elicitation.
III. RELATED WORK
Despite the considerable amount of work devoted to simulation
methodologies and prototyping in particular, to our knowledge
no research publications have been written describing courses
that use prototyping in the context of requirements
engineering, nor empirically proven learning benefits have
been reported for a certain tool. The reason is that the existing
standards for simulation/prototyping technologies also
introduce a number of shortcomings. Among major reasons are
(1) being too complex and time consuming to achieve by
novice analysts whose technical expertise is limited, (2) the
difficulty of interpreting the simulation results. Among
different types of simulation, the method of prototyping is
capable of achieving the most concrete form of a prospective
system. In our previous works we proposed a lightweight
MDE-based prototyping method adapted to learning context.
The effectiveness of a prototype in a learning context was
enhanced by the use of textual and graphical feedback when
and why the execution of a triggered business event is refused,
thus making the links between a prototype and its model
explicit [18], [19], [20]. The methodology used (rapid
prototyping method enabled by executable conceptual models)
is based on the concepts of MERODE [21]. A sample screen
shot is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Testing a prototype requires a skill
The prototyping method was also maximally adapted to novice
analysts whose technical expertise is limited. The effects of
feedback-enabled simulation on learning outcomes of novice
learners were observed by means of empirical studies.
Extensive experimental testing with participation of 114
students has demonstrated the positive effect of prototype-based
simulation on requirements analysis and validation skills of
junior modelers [19]. Despite the significant improvement of
learning outcomes, we also observed several difficulties in
students’ testing cycles (see the following chapters).

IV. TEACHING EXPERIENCES WITH FEEDBACK-ENABLED
PROTOTYPING

Throughout the semester testing-based analysis and validation
cycles are stimulated by a problem-based learning method. In
parallel with theoretical sessions students are requested to
participate in computer lab exercise sessions in which they are
given analysis tasks such as validating a given conceptualized
specifications (usually a conceptual model solution of their
peers) against given business requirements. The proposed
solutions usually contain erroneous models which students
need to read, understand, validate against requirements and in
case design errors are detected propose improvements.
Validation cycles are supported by MDE-prototyping as
described in this paper. During the semester students are also
assigned a group project (a real-world case with approximately
5-15 pages requirements document). At the end of the semester

the solution is scored, and then students are interrogated to
determine the final score as a correction on the model score. In
the cohort of January 2012, students were asked to demonstrate
their solution by manually inspecting the model using a test
case provided by the teacher. Less than half of the students in
this cohort were able to identify mistakes in their solution, not
even when manually simulating it through a mental execution
with a given test scenario. In the cohort of January 2013, the
same type of evaluation was performed, but this time students
had to execute the given test scenario using the prototype. By
means of the dynamic testing approach in this cohort, more
than half of the students were not only able to see mistakes but
were also able to correct them. Although this result is positive,
we nevertheless observed student incapacities to develop their
own adequate test scenarios [19]. To assess the effectiveness of
the feedback-enabled simulation cycle on learning outcomes

Fig. 3. Validation through prototyping using feedback

of novice learners three studies were conducted in the context
of two master-level courses from two different study programs
spanning two academic years with participation of 104
students overall. During the experiments students were asked
to assess whether or not the model reflected a particular
requirement statement correctly by responding to a set of
true/false questions (requirements rephrased into test
questions), e.g. “in this model solution invoicing is required to
buy a retail product (TRUE/FALSE?)”. They were also asked
to motivate their answers. For each correct answer 1 point was
attributed, and 0 for each wrong answer. In total 8 questions
had to be answered (min. score = 0; max. score = 8). The
results were analyzed by comparing the test scores of students

using the simulated model in the process of validating the
proposed model solutions to the results of the tests in which
they did manual inspection. The results of the statistical
analysis showed significant improvement on students’
capabilities to validate conceptual specifications for given
requirements (relative advantage (positive correction) of
approximately 2.33 points on 8 was observed; without = 3.1,
with = 5.43, p = 0.000) [19]. The evaluation by students for the
improved tool extended with feedbacks in 2013 resulted in
average of 4,58 on perceived usefulness (for the prototyping
tool) and 4,52 (for the incorporated feedbacks) on a five-point
Likert scale.

A. Observations of testing patterns
As stated above while the findings of the experiments showed
a significant improvement in students’ model-based validation
capabilities when using feedback-enabled simulation, we still
observed difficulties in testing by students. In this work we
report on our findings on testing approaches of novice analysts
by exploring the wrong answers by students. Motivations to
the answers provided by students were qualitatively analyzed
and the scenarios that occurred more frequently were
generalized into patterns.
B. Testing patterns
Major problems generalized from students motivations
resulted in the following error patterns: (1) Omitted prototyping
cycle; (2) Partial testing with a use of prototype characterized
by incomplete testing scenarios. In their motivations for the
answer when a simulation cycle was omitted, students referred
to a modeling construct that according to them was already
obvious with manual inspection (e.g. relationship is optional),
failing to consider another constraint that resulted in a
mandatory relationship (e.g. cardinality constraint was
omitted). The following frequent patterns were found in the
motivations where a partial test was performed:


Pattern 1: Confirmative rather than
(approximately 20% of wrong answers)

explorative

Sample requirement : “Each request can be processed by
exactly one reviewer”.
Testing approach : The testing scenario is limited to
confirmation scenario. While the requirement is tested for
the positive case “can be viewed by a reviewer”, testing
the constraint “by not more than one” was omitted.


Pattern 2: Insufficient examination of path dependencies to
identify related instances through transitive paths of
dependencies (approximately 50% of wrong answers)
Sample requirement : “Ordering is not required for selling Retail Products to Walk-in Customers”.
Testing approach : The testing scenario is limited to the
first level of dependency, e.g. the student’s motivation
refers to the need of creating an invoice line which only
requires an instance of invoice, thus rejecting the
dependency to order. Testing the next level dependency
between invoice and order was omitted (i.e. the creation of
invoice was not executed to discover the dependency).

A
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Fig. 5. Parallel paths of dependencies

V. PROPOSED SOLUTION: BORROWING TESTING ARSENAL
An example of testing an erroneous model is shown in Fig. 3
by means of a model about (mobile phone) services which
customers can subscribe to, and for which promotion packages
are offered regularly. Testing the prototype reveals a semantic
mismatch (design error): trying to subscribe to a service results
in execution failure due to a sequence constraint violation (the
state of the “promotionPackage” object to which the chosen
service is associated is “suspended”). The scenario fails
because of a behavioral constraint, but it actually reveals a
wrong
hidden
dependency
from
“service”
to
“promotionPackage”: it seems a service depends on the
availability of a promotion, which is incorrect. The explanation
can be extended with graphical visualization linking to the
specific part of the model that causes the error.
While in the example above the testing results can be interpreted subjectively by students depending on their analytical
skills, teaching a more systematic testing approach would benefit to improved skills for verification. To stimulate test-based
requirements validation we propose borrowing the concept of
acceptance test, the goal of which is to ensure the testability of
requirements [6]. This requires teaching knowledge of how to
write/reformulate requirements as tests with the use of testing
artifacts such as Test Case (purpose, assumptions, preconditions, steps, expected outcome, actual outcome, postconditions) and Test Scenario (process flows, i.e. sequence of
executing test cases). Next, the concept of coverage testing can
be including to ensure the completeness of execution (each
requirement should be exercised at least once). To ensure better results peer expertise can be exploited by peer reviews of
group projects in which one group of students would act as
testers for another group. A simple example demonstrating an
improved validation cycle for an erroneous model (see Fig. 6)
with the use of a testing artefact is presented below.

B

Fig. 4. Transitive path of dependencies



Pattern 3: Insufficient examination of path dependencies to
identify related instances through parallel paths of
dependencies (approximately 30% of wrong answers)
Sample requirement : “If a business customer A orders
some products, then it is possible that business customer B
pays the invoice for these products.
Testing approach : Testing scenario is limited to one of
the parallel paths, e.g. when a direct relationship between
invoice and a customer was examined, the examination of
a hidden relationship through order object linked both to
invoice and customer objects was omitted.

Fig. 6. Sample erroneous model

For the requirement statement “Ordering is not required for
selling Retail Products to Walk-in Customers” a student would
have to specify a test scenario (in the model solution of a student selling requires registering an invoice) … In random, blind
verification of this requirement, a student's attempt to create an
invoice line will reveal the need for an invoice first: a popup
window of a prototype would suggest creating an instance of
invoice (or choosing from existing instances) to be associated

with a newly created instance of invoice line. This will lead to
the conclusion that invoicing is required (but not ordering) and
hence to the erroneous conclusion that the requirement is satisfied. A systematic approach to test plan development would
stipulate defining a complete test scenario, including the creation of the invoice which would then reveal a dependency from
invoice to the order object (a popup window of a prototype
requiring a creation or choice of an existing order instance) to
be associated with an instance of invoice, leading to the conclusion that the above requirement is not satisfied.
Furthermore, teaching regression testing knowledge can
benefit to improved skills for integrating changes in requirements (identifying the test scenarios to be repeated because of a
change). To stimulate such analytical skills assignments for
integrating modifications in requirements can be used.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We compared the results of oral examination with and without
testing scenarios provided by the teacher. Two conclusions
were obtained from this comparison: 1. the results demonstrate
that the testing by means of a working prototype improves
model understanding compared to a paper exercise by 2.33
points on 8. The paper exercises limit the scope of
understanding to a static view of a model, whereas dynamic
testing fosters a more thorough understanding; 2. Validation
cycles supported with test scenarios provided by the teacher
resulted in better model understanding indicators than
unassisted testing cycles. The results of experiments from our
previous studies also confirmed the effectiveness of testingbased learning of analysis and validation of requirements over
traditional methods of learning allowing a student to build a
deeply understood knowledge that is developed from own
practice. The observations of testing patterns of students also
suggest that when combined with teaching high level testing
knowledge and skills the method will result in even better
learning outcomes. The results of this work contribute to
innovative teaching practices by means of computer-enhanced
learning [22] in the domain of requirements engineering thus
promoting to better skill preparedness of novice analysts.
The work presented in this paper can be extended in several
ways. One direction would be related to data collection by
means of the logs of the prototyping tool that might provide
new insights on testing approaches and patterns of novices.
While our observations were limited to a single prototyping
cycle within the context of oral exams and experiments, another possibility could be the investigation of testing patterns extended to longer periods of observations, e.g. prototyping logs
of testing activities for group projects. Examination of testing
patterns where a combination of structural and behavioral constraints are involved could be interesting as well. Based on the
findings a tool support to enable automated assistance or generation of test scenarios can be investigated as well.
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